The Islamic legal system differs from other legal attitudes, as civil law traditions described by law's codification or common law practices based on binding judicial precedents. In Islamic law, there is neither history of law's classification, nor an apprehending of binding legal precedents. The process of *ijtihad* (analogical deduction) in Islamic (*Sharie'a*) law, though, is alike to Case law model. This article discusses the main principles of criminal law substantially and procedurally and the rules of evidence for each crime is so strict and need a lot of work to prove its commission and to apply the punishments, so it sounds stricter in application than the positive laws without any contradiction to them, so it outlined and described the essential features of Islamic criminal law. Some scholars argued that international human rights values should be interpreted, applied, and practiced by domestic cultural and religious ideals. Islamic criminal law is genuinely rooted in the revelations' tests and as such is divinely based and driven, not to remark circuitously mingled with spirituality and ethics while instructing human dignity's philosophies and life appreciation's values. So, in the end, as the Islamic human rights law charter is earlier than the Human Rights Declaration, so we may not ask ourselves if Islamic law is compatible with HR so, instead, we may ask which parts of the that law or the *Sharie'a* norms are similar to the HR Declaration and how they are applied in each country.
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The Relation between the State and Religion

In all Muslim nations, the legislative power of the state is legally based on the domestic constitution. Also, the national legislature has a religious (divine) legitimacy on the basis of its *siyasa* (policy) authority to enact laws and regulations as long as they do not contradict the main principles of *Sharie'a* [5]. This raises the inquiry of which interpretation of the Islamic law applies – modernist, conservative or otherwise and rudimentary norms offers states both an Islamic legitimacy as well as a space for independent expansion of national law [6]. The focus of Islamic law is family law, which has to a significant extent been transformed through legislation. New family law combines traditional (classical) and modernist elements, occasionally in vague formulations [6]. Several norms, which can be seen as procedural elements of the rule of law, have been presented to bound the unilateral power of folks by providing public institutions with powers of registration, of supervision, and of decision making [7]. From time to time, Islamist...
Most Muslim countries have laid down their criminal law in modern contemporary criminal codes. A major exception is Saudi Arabia, which has reliably maintained Islamic criminal law, although, surprisingly, in 2001, it endorsed a new criminal procedure law [8]. Since the 1970s, some countries have decided to comprise elements of classical Islamic criminal law – especially in the area of hadud crimes – into the current modern criminal law codes or relevant legislation [9]. However, the same countries have in recent years become progressively cautious when it comes to actually carrying out the more serious hadid penalties [9]. Supreme courts infrequently – such as in Sudan and Iran – or never – such as in Pakistan and Nigeria – maintain convictions of stoning or amputation and in Saudi Arabia, severe corporal punishments are still carried out regularly [10]. After totally unfair trials in Pakistan, the Islamic principle of retribution or revenge (retaliation), with strong roots in customary law, was re-imposed in criminal law in the 1990s and is still often applied [11]. On the other hand, Saudi Arabia, did not sign the UN declaration of Human Rights in 1948, arguing that it violated Islamic law with zero knowledge of their argument, but most Muslim-majority countries including Egypt, Iran and Pakistan signed it. But crucially Saudi Arabia, where the King must comply with Shariaic and mainly the Qur'an, did not sign the declaration, arguing that it violated the main Shariaic norms and criticizing it for failing to take into account the cultural and religious context of Muslim (non-Western countries) [11]. Saudi Arabian law is completely at odds with the UDHR as all citizens are required to be Muslim which is totally against the main Islamic values. For instance, women are prohibited from voting or driving a car, and that's recently lifted arguing that they wanted to change the very extreme wahabism or salafiism thoughts [12]. A part of their argument also associated with that the UDHR was a "secular understanding of the Judeo-Christian tradition" and that it is impossible for Muslims to implement it without contravening Islamic law. On closer inspection of the right to freedom of religion in Islam as an example, it is possible to see a mass of paradoxes. On one hand, apostasy (ridda) is considered by some as punishable by death and some schools of Islamic fiqh (jurisprudence) assert that any Muslim can kill an apostate without punishment, and that's absolutely wrong and creates a big confusion, but on the other hand, the Qur'an teaches that there is "no compulsion in religion" and "to you your religion, to me mine" and Mohammad famously declared freedom for Muslims, Jews, Christians, and Pagans in the constitution of Medina in 620AD [12]. Thus, the Islamic Caliphate introduced religious freedom for non-Muslims and to pay the jizya tax instead of the zakat tax that Muslims had to pay. In 1990 Islamic countries created their own Human Rights Charter called the "The Cairo Declaration of Human Rights in Islam" and 58-member countries signed, as Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Pakistan, Syria, Turkey, among many others. Some of the criticisms from the West included that men are equal and women are not, affirming the superiority of men; no one is free to change religions and women are not free to marry outside of religion; punishments according to Shariaic law, non-criticism of religious figures, cannot "undermine moral and ethical values or disintegrate, arouse nationalistic or doctrinal hatred" or commit an "incitement to any form of racial discrimination" within the ummah (community), and it introduces intolerable discrimination against non-Muslims. Muslim countries argue that CDHRI declares "true religion" to be the "guarantee for enhancing such dignity along the path to human integrity" and places the responsibility for defending those rights upon the entire Muslim nation in which the meaning of this argument is not clear and creates a lot of confusion to western communities [13]. For me, generally denying signing a human rights charter or document represents a clear attempt to limit the rights enshrined obviously under Islamic human rights law and humanitarian law charters, the rights emphasized by the UDHR and the international Covenants – in which there are totally well-matched to Islamic norms – under indefensible or non-sense arguments that it contradicts Islamic law values, and HR documents should come from Islamic or Qur’anic law, and then will take precedence over the UDHR, as this can in no sense be seen as an illegitimate complementary tool for transgressing human rights.

Islamic Penal Justice System: Quo Vadis?

As Islamic criminal jurisprudence is unique in guaranteeing the right of individual personal peace and security, as Islam assure makasid al-Shar'ia al-Islamia (five essential things) to all folks and forbids unjustified violation of them by the State [14]. In order to have an accurate understanding of the Islamic criminal (penal) justice system, it must be viewed in the light of the following main features derived from the Qur'an and the Sunnah: (a) that which is not haram (prohibited) is mobah (permitted); (b) rules, prohibitions, and even unequivocal injunctions are often based on genuine events and not conjectural situations (increases the option for analogical reasoning); (c) the language used in the warnings permit for policy-gear interpretation and implementation, based on sound policy reasoning and social necessity; (d) the express language used in specific bans is often qualified by other texts permitting the legal excuse of justification along with judicial discretion; (e) evidentiary prerequisites [anticipated to restrict
judicial discretion and make it more tough to find a suspect guilty and enforce a punishment concerning particular criminal acts; temper the ostensible punishment's severity; (f) prohibitions on criminal justice are not focused in any one part of the Qur'an or the Sunnah, but are combined among a diversity of other matters; (g) the creation of procedural guarantees, intended to safeguard the individual from judge's power and other's abuse, and protects the individual's rights; (h) codification and lawmaking are acceptable in all three classes of offenses, with discretion permitted in ta'azir criminal acts; (i) punishments for each crime's sort fluctuate, therefore proving a different philosophy and penalty's policy; (j) sentences are envisioned basically as deterrents, though highlighting is also placed on reintegration, mostly in ta'azir crimes, with a robust trend for compensatory sanctions (non-penal) in qisas crimes, and finally (k) issues about criminal justice (crimes, punishments, evidentiary rules, procedures, trials, etc.) are mentioned to contextually as part of various Qur'anic verses, emphasizing the social and moral aspects of criminal justice [15]. Yet, these features depend on the appropriate source of law selected, its rank among other sources and their linkage, according to the valid interpretations rules underscored by usul al-fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) science [15].

### Substantive Islamic Criminal Law: Do You Think it is Scary, Versus Human Rights?

Islamic law offers the structural framework for the ummah (society) by conserving the legal relations among individuals and defending their interests from being attacked by another in which the most important principles laid down in the Shari'at are to determine the linkage between the state and the person in case of a crime committed are: (a) the principle of individuality of the criminal liability; (b) the legality principle, and (c) the non-retroactivity principle of criminal laws [16]. This principle of uniformity of criminal liability is the cornerstone of personal security in Islamic criminal justice means that the offender himself is the only person who can be indicted of a specific crime, and no one shall escape punishment irrespective of blood ties or friendship to the victim (or to the judge or ruler) [17]. A person, who has contributed in a forbidden act, whether as principal or accomplice, must be convicted according to this norm [18]. On the other hand, to avert the power abuse, persons cannot be accused of crimes for acts which were permitted when committed [19]. Thus, Islamic criminal system has recognized the principle of nonretroactivity of criminal laws as a main basic of its criminal justice system; this rule means that criminal laws have only eventual and not retroactive effect [20]. Equality before the law represents one of the main legal principles under Islamic penal model, as all persons are equal before the law and be applied uniformly regardless of religious or economic status (no immunity) [21]. Thus, both crimes and punishment must apply equally and to criminal proceedings as well. When punishments are individualized, especially for ta'azir offenses, the equality norm is not transgressed where the correction and rehabilitation theories prevail [22]. This principle is a guarantee that the judge will not misuse his/her discretion; as a form of regulating the proportionality [test] of sentences [23].

In the same vein, nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege (the legality principle) generates an essential pledge of individual freedom against powers misuse, corruption in the criminal system, and the judge's bias [24]. Under this norm, there shall be no crime and no punishment except by virtue of law; hence, no act may be considered a breach of law if it has not been unequivocally anticipated in a penal law in force at the time the act was committed [25]. Criminal acts are divided into three classes of crimes: hudud (fixed) offenses are crimes against God whose sentence is stated in the Qur'an and the Sunnah and as a God's agent; the state initiates the prosecution of the offender [26]. Quesas (equivalence) are the criminal acts of murder and physical assault punishable by retaliation, but the victim or (his family) may waive this penalty and ask for diyaa (compensation/blood-money) or 'afw (forgive) the offender (pardon/grace) [27]. Ta'azir are crimes whose sentences are not fixed by the primary sources of the law and are within the qadi (judge's) discretion [28].

### Hudud Criminal Acts:

There are seven Hudud (fixed) criminal offenses, five of these acts have a consensus among the Islamic schools on their punishment and two still debatable [29]. Saraga (Theft) is the taking of the possessions (property) of another whose value is equal to the prescribed nisab (amount), usually set at ten dirhams (about 75 cents to 1 dollar) [30]. In this regard, it is required that the property must be taken from the guardianship (custody) of another in a secret way, and the robber must attain the full property's possession, as this custody condition is fulfilled by the property being under guard or in a place of protection, as in a house and the burglar is punished harshly since it deprives an individual of his property and generates fear, suspicion, and society's apprehension [31]. The first and second acts of burglary are punishable by hands' amputation, and it is commonly approved that the third and fourth crimes are penalized by feet's amputation, though some jurists maintain that the third act should result in incarceration until the offender repentant (reforms) [32]. Theft of some items is not subject to the Hudud penalty and is punished by Ta'azir, as immovables (land and items affixed to it); objects available in large quantities (wood); items typically not subject to proprietorship (fish, birds); perishables (meat, eggs); religious icons and texts (Gospel/Qur'an); invaluable property (alcohol, pork); musical instruments used for indolent amusements; and things not considered as property (children), and theft by an individual's husband, wife, near relative, guest, or so. Other property crimes as embezzlement or misappropriation of public or private funds by an individual who initially obtained legitimate ownership, as bank cashier) or attaining property by false pretenses (fraud) are Ta'azir crimes.

The offense of zina encompass fornication (sexual relations between unmarried persons) and adultery (sexual relations among individuals, at least one of whom is married) and the Qur'an requires four male eyewitnesses or four confessions on four separate occasions by the defendant in an open court session to guarantee a conviction [33]. Married persons who commit zina are punished by stoning to death, which is not stated in the Qur'an and happened under the Prophet time only twice after the woman have confessed three or four times in front of him and she wanted to be punished and unmarried persons by one hundred lashes
and exile for unmarried persons are required by some jurists, but not agreed upon [33]. The lodging of zina acts is reserved by the fact that an individual who misleadingly accuses a Muslim of zina is criminally penalized for a qazf (defamation/slander), as defamation also includes doubting the legitimacy of a woman's kid in case of pregnancy [34].

Haraba (Highway robbery) is punishable by amputation and, in some cases, execution, as this crime hinders legitimate commercial activities and creates fear among travelers (mostly merchants) [35]. An impotent brigand who takes property has his hands and feet amputated and a bandit who homicides is decapitated while a gangster who murders and plunders is penalized by amputation followed by the body's display in a crucifixion form, but intentional banding (murder + plunder) is penalized by a judge's discretionary punishment, frequently imprisonment until the individual regrets [36]. A bandit who willingly surrenders and reforms may be forgiven for this crime and punished only for the other offenses he may have committed, as assault or theft. Additionally, drinking khamr (wine/intoxicating beverages) is punishable by flogging even the number of lashes are debatable among Muslim scholars [37]. The proscription on alcohol has been protracted by analogy to drugs, based on the fact that "drugs have the similar outcome on human mind as alcohol, and they so produce the same public harm that led to the forbidden of the former." [38].

Ridda (apostasy) is the voluntary denial of Islam by a member of the Islamic belief, and is punishable by death penalty according to some scholars, but modern scholars believe that such punishment contradicts the Muslim concept of freedom of religion, as the Prophet said: "No compulsion in religion" and also the Qur'an said "For you your religion, and for me my religion." [39]. Finally, bagi (rebellion) is the deliberate, powerful overthrow or attempted overthrow of the legitimate imam (leader), which is like a coup d'état in the contemporary legal approach [40]. The leader obliged to consider the protestors' demands; but if the requests are irrational (lack merits), he is required to call upon the revolutionaries to end their revolt [41]. Rebels who are murdered are subject to be punished under hadd and protestors who surrender or arrested are subjected to ta'azir; while objects who are captured in combat are executed (to be free) [42].

Quesas and Diyaya(h) Offenses: Quesas (equivalence/equality) related to a criminal act punishable by the same or a significantly similar act in retribution (retaliation) for the harm (injury) inflicted, as Islam considers killing to be the gravest crime against folks [43]. It classified into crimes against the individual (homicide) and crimes against the body (serious bodily injury) [44]. The killer is executed unless the victim's family asks diyayah (compensation) or pardons the criminal. Islamic law identifies numerous sorts of homicide, as alqatl al'md (willful/premeditated homicide) which the intentional killing of another with a lethal weapon or instrument and the offender is subject to retaliation or, if remitted, damages and a loss of any inheritance rights from the victim [45]. Also, alqatl shibil'amd (voluntary manslaughter) is the killing of a person with an instrument which is not recognized as a lethal weapon and sentence for this crime is religious, as fasting, giving alms to the poor, and blood money [45]. Moreover, alqatl alchhta' (homicide by mistake) is a fatal act which unintentionally results to death by misadventure, as when a person shoots at a goal and inadvertently kills a passerby. This killings result from unconscious acts, such as an individual who rolls over in his sleep, and this kind of crimes punished by paying a compensation and fasting two months. Likewise, alqatl bilisabab (murder by intermediate cause) is death resulting from an independent cause, as wall collapses had been recognized and in such case the offender (builder) is strictly liable and is required to pay a fine [46]. Battery or the infliction of bodily injury, is subject to retaliation or compensation if it results in serious, everlasting injury or physical disfigurement, and scholars agree on a damage's schedule of which specifies the value of human life and of various bodily parts and at the end it depends on the victim's consent and his/her family will [47].

Ta'azir Deeds: It means correction and represents crimes for which the Qur'an and Sunnah does not propose a punishment and the judge authority to penalize these offenses emerges from the sovereign's duty to defend the public welfare [48]. There are four cases in which this penalty is usually imposed: (a) acts which do not meet the technical requirements of Quesas and haddud (as attempted robbery, or assault); (b) acts, typically punished by Haddud, but due to mitigating circumstances (doubt, theft among relatives, lack of evidence at the trial) and the judge is not authorized to exercise such discretion and must convict or acquit the offender; (c) acts condemned in the Qur'an and Sunnah or contrary to the public prosperity (usury, false testimony, bribery, astrology, or palmistry, etc…), and (d) various deeds violate social norms and morals, as being not nice to somebody [49]. These criminal acts are punished in accordance with the qadi's view of the offense's gravity, the offender's background, subjective and objective culpabilities, and the public good [50]. The accessible punishments in that regard comprise traditional (corporal) punishments, as the death penalty, and flagellation, which is rarely imposed, deprivation of liberty through imprisonment or the less preventive conducts of local banishment, displacement, or expulsion. [51]. These sentences is usually guided by ijma alu'mmah (community consensus), 'urf (custom) or by Qiyyas (analogy).

Procedural Islamic Criminal Law: Any Due Process Guarantees?

Procedural guarantees are set neither in the Qur'an nor the Sunnah, but are left to the ruler's discretion who is in charge of the public welfare's preservation, even this formulation, it is still guided by various Islamic norms [52]. Under the equality standard, dhimmis (people of the book/non-Muslims) enjoy a full protection of the criminal law, and are not subject to the hadd punishment, especially for drinking or defamation, as a universal norm that should be applied [53]. A judicial decision must be inconformity with the Sharie'a spirit, otherwise it is invalid (null) [54]. The accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty (presumption of innocence), as the burden of proof rests upon the accuser (proponent), and the oath is incumbent on the one who denies, and
doubt is to be resolved in his favor [beyond a reasonable doubt], as the Prophet’s wife reportedly admonished Muslims to “[a]void condemning the Muslim to *hadd* whenever you can, and when you can find a way out for the Muslim then release him for it. If the *imam* [leader] errs it is better that he errs in favor of innocence [pardon] than in favor of guilt [punishment].” [55] Also, as a general rule, criminal evidences must meet the conclusiveness requirement until the punishment’s execution, and its presentation should not be delayed as the main basis for the criminal conviction.

In the same vein, pre-trial detention mode and release on financial bail is generally not acknowledged in Islam and scholars agreed that the defendant should not be detained prior to trial since an indictment of guilt alone is not appropriate to justify an accused’s confinement detention as this interferes with an person’s freedom of movement which is protected by Islamic norms [56]. On the pre-trial interrogation, this is conducted by the minister of complaints, and the Qur’an explicitly forbids the use of beatings, torture, or inhuman treatment to extract a confession as sin, as this violates the accused’s dignity, outcomes in a loss of confidence that creates a risk of false admissions [57]. All Muslim jurists would exclude from evidence confessions obtained under coercion (by force or deceit) based on Islamic norms that “source determines the offshoot” and “a right cannot arise out of wrong.” [58]. The Islamic criminal justice system recognizes the right of both the plaintiff and the criminal to present evidence at trial and to have the opportunity of being represented by a defense-counsel (right to legal assistance) during cross-examination, at trial, and, upon conviction, and at the execution of the sentence [59]. This guarantee based on the Islamic theory of “protected interests” which ensure a person’s freedom of religion; expression, knowledge, thought, and the right to self-preservation; as this theory stipulates the importance of receiving the assistance of others in safeguarding interests [60]. The attorney along with the accused are to be informed of the crimes which are being charged (inculpatory and exculpatory evidences) and has the right to attend all proceedings relating to the charges, to be informed of what occurs at proceedings in case he/she fails to attend, and to be provided the opportunity to present rebuttal evidence to interrogators [61].

On search and seizure, Islam identifies privacy right and individual’s sanctity, correspondences, and names [62]. The individual, his house, properties, and communications may only be searched by investigative officers if necessary based on the public interest to preserve social security and public order [63]. The search must be authorized by a warrant based upon a probable cause that the offender committed a crime and this cause must be based either on trustworthy witnesses testimony or upon physical evidence, as proofs discovered pursuant to a search not accredited by a warrant commonly is inadmissible at the criminal trial [63]. Furthermore, the judge’s credentials and characters are very significant and strict under Islamic evidentiary rules to guarantee that the defendant receives an impartial and fair trial. The *qadi* may be a male or a female, must possess acknowledged wisdom, intelligence, and *‘adala* (religious piety), and be well-versed in the *Sharie’a* and must be above reproach in his personal behavior and should not accept favors or gifts among others [64]. Under classical Islamic law, it has been said among scholars that you can give an unjust law to a just judge, but you cannot give a just law to an unjust judge [65].

The integrity of the Islamic criminal process is protected by the fact that the evidentiary norms are strict that guarantees that criminal convictions and penalties are enforced only in cases of certain guilt. Islamic law only permits the presentation of evidence which is considered to have an extraordinary degree of direct reliability [66]. The significant mode of evidence is *shahada al-shohoud* (testimony of witnesses). Witnesses must be sane (when observing an alleged crime and when testifying); of legal age (reached puberty age); neither dumb, mute, nor blind; and must not have been penalized for a grave act or have engaged in sinful behavior and must be of good character and *’adl* (integrity) and their virtue and sense of honor must be beyond criticism, and has a duty to testify truthfully. They may not testify in cases involving blood ties or if they have an interest [67]. Hearsay evidence is inadmissible; an individual may not testify about an incident which another person purportedly observed and documents have no autonomous evidentiary value [68]. On the other hand, *al-le’trafat* (confessions/admissions) represents the second key form of evidence in Islamic law. A confession must be given in an open court session as several times as the number of witnesses required to prove the culprit’s guilt and must be given at a separate hearing [69]. Confession under deception, torture or abuse, results in its nullification by the *qadi* [70]. The confessor must be sound mind (legal capacity of understanding it and understanding its legal outcomes) and of mature age and must designate the offense in detail and must be corroborated. A confession is not permissible against a codefendant and may be withdrawn at any time prior to the punishment’s execution and such withdrawal will nullify the guilt’s ruling [71].

**Conclusion and Policy Recommendations**

To conclude, we discussed the main principles of criminal law substantially and procedurally and the rules of evidence for each crime is so strict and need a lot of work to proof its commission and to apply the punishments, so it sounds stricter in application than the positive laws without any contradiction to them, so it outlined and described the essential features of Islamic criminal law. Some scholars argued that international human rights values should be interpreted, applied, and practiced by domestic cultural and religious ideals. Islamic criminal law is genuinely rooted in the revelations’ tests and as such is divinely based and driven, not to remark circuitously mingled with spirituality and ethics while instructing human dignity’s philosophies and life appreciations values. So, in the end, as the Islamic human rights law charter is earlier than the HR Declaration, so we may NOT ask ourselves if Islamic law is compatible with HR so, instead, we may ask which parts of the that law or the *Sharie’a* norms are similar to the HR Declaration and how they are applied in each country. The first duty in Islamic law is to ensure a better coexistence of public benefits, to ensure common good, and to administrate justice and better governance. The second principle is trust in individuals
and the individual's accountability towards society in which recently the former US Secretary of State, Rex T. Tillerson emphasized in his farewell speech at the state department. As folk's obligations come from the divine will and it should be noted that one of the main Islamic principles based on trust is the duty to accept and respect the law of the country the law of the land (supremacy law). We all know that the First generations of HR are political and civil rights, the second are the social, economic and cultural, and most importantly is the third one that based on the idea of solidarity, an innovative approach, of the collective efforts of community, together with individual duties and rights. Many legal scholars and political scientists interpret the third generation as a shared common responsibility of the society and individuals and not of the State.

As Islamic law is unique in assuring the right of personal security, all Imam alGhazali, one of the most well-known Islamic academics, established what are known today as the "Five Essentials," which have become the main criteria for scholars to determine whether an idea or solution endorses the public interest. Therefore, Islam guarantees the "makasid alSharie'a alIslamia/alDarariat alKhams" (the five essential things) to all folks and forbids unjustified violation of them by the state. These essentials are (1) protecting religion, (2) protecting lives, (3) protecting lineage, (4) protecting posterity and intellect, and (5) protecting property. Additionally, Islamic law presents the structural framework for a community by preserving the legal relations among individuals and protecting the interests of one person from being attacked by another. It likewise protects individual peace and security when an individual is accused of a crime by defining the relationship between the individual and the state. In this regard as discussed, the most important principles laid down in Sharie'a are: (i) the principle of individuality of punishment, its legality, and the non-retroactivity of criminal laws.

It should be borne in mind that there is an individual and a collective conception of rights and duties, since the foundation of Islam. There is no conflict in what religious orders – the duties – with the duties that HR movements underlie. The problem I see is that many folks – especially in the West – like always to look at the strict observance of Islamic law which is perplexing with terrorism issue. Sharie'a cannot be evaluated theoretically, only its application and implementation can be assessed, as every legal system has an influence from religion including the Western positive secular laws. Prosecuting terrorism and preventing radicalization are difficult tasks that will require an immense commitment of resources and focus by many governments. However, Arabs, Europeans, Americans, as well as people from around the world have already suffered greatly at the hands of terrorist organizations. Terrorism will continue to disrupt and destroy the lives of civilians unless governments increase efforts to fight the ideology of these organizations and their folks' mentality along with changing the underlying conditions that are conducive to radicalization.
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